Farmer’s helpers
Anemometer

Pocketwind IV

Features
- Backlit display
- Waterproof and shockproof housing
- Lanyard
- Integrated hard cover for protection against damage and dirt
- Tripod thread

Advantages
- Self-calibrating humidity sensor
- Hard cover protects the measuring sensors against damage
- Measures all decision-relevant application parameters

Measuring functions
- Air humidity
  - Relative humidity
  - Dew point
  - ΔT
  - Wet bulb thermometer
- Wind speed
  - Maximum
  - Average
  - Units m/s, km/h, fpm, mph, kn and bft, switchable
- Temperature/wind chill
  - Units °C and °F, switchable
- Wind direction
  - Digital compass
  - Integrated wind vane

Ordering no.: Z.WIN.DME.SS.ER.010